Abstract-This paper extends the performance assessment of an underwater glider path planning approach recently proposed for constrained sub-mesoscale eddy border sampling conditions, for situations benefiting from extended mission planning time. The aim of addressing such situations is to improve the glider vehicle capabilities through improving its off-board controller, which computes an improved trajectory for the eddy sampling task, compared to the usual rather shorter planning time.
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper extends the performance assessment of an underwater glider path planning (UGPP) approach [1] , recently proposed for constrained sub-mesoscale eddy border sampling conditions, utilizing evolutionary optimization.
An underwater glider is an autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV), a nautical robotic vessel, operating on and below the sea's surface. The glider propels itself forward on a path by producing small changes in its buoyancy and transforming the resultant vertical motion to horizontal displacement by means of the interaction between the vehicle control surfaces and the water column. The vehicle trajectory is formed by the concatenation of successive underwater segments or stints. Each stint, in turn, consists of a series of saw-tooth profiles (yo-yos) between two target maximum and minimum depths (typically 1000 and 10 meters), followed by a final emersion. Once at sea surface, satellite or wireless communication with the control center takes place, during which the glider can fix its position, send data, and receive new commands. [1] In the next section, the related work and background are presented, then the description of the executed sub-mesoscale eddy sampling UGPP within extended mission planning time is defined in Section 3. In Section 4, experiments are presented. Section 5 conveys the conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK AND BACKGROUND
In this section, the differential evolution optimization algorithm and underwater glider path planning related work and background are presented, especially focusing on constraints optimization and sub-mesoscale eddy sampling trajectories.
A. Differential Evolution and Optimization
Differential Evolution (DE) was introduced by Storn and Price [2] using a floating-point encoding evolutionary algorithm [3] for global optimization over continuous spaces. Its main performance advantages over other evolutionary algorithms [4] , [5] , [6] lie in floating-point encoding and a good combination of evolutionary operators, the mutation step size adaptation, and the elitist selection. DE has been modified and extended several times with new versions proposed [7] and the performances of different DE variant instance algorithms have been widely studied and compared with other evolutionary algorithms, also at various competitions of major scientific conferences, where DE has won several evolutionary algorithm competitions [8] .
DE is also used for constraint optimization and there are several variants which entered competitions held at the IEEE Congress on Evolutionary Computation (CEC) [9] , [10] . A surrogate matrix DE was recently applied in scheduling hydro and thermal power systems production [11] . DE was also used for the reconstruction of procedural tree models [12] within the EcoMod ecosystem rendering framework [13] , which is an biogeography-like algorithm for virtual ecosystem afforestation; in numerical optimization, a biogeography-like algorithm was also applied to a grid map discretized robot path planning [14] . Civicioglu [15] used DE for transforming geocentric Cartesian coordinates to geodetic coordinates. DE has also been used for learning and intelligence accumulation approaches optimization, like [16] , [17] . DE has also been applied in the robotics and autonomous systems class of applied soft computing [18] . Joshi et al. [19] used DE to fuse multi-sensor data in building intelligent robotic systems. Robotic motion planning and navigation was also addressed by DE by Aydin and Temeltas [20] and Chakraborty et al. [21] . Neri and Mininno [22] applied DE to Cartesian robot control by introducing memetic operators and compact representation. Chen et al. [23] used DE to design satellite orbit for prioritized multiple targets.
The basic DE [2] has a main evolution loop within which successive generations compute new populations of vectors. During one generation g, for each vector x i , ∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., NP } in the current population, DE employs evolutionary operators, namely mutation, crossover, and selection, to produce a trial vector (offspring) and to select one of the vectors with the best fitness value. NP denotes population size and g ∈ {1, 2, ..., G}, the current generation number. The looping over this population for G times, yields the total maximum number of function evaluations (MAXFES) utilized in one evolutionary optimization run.
B. Constrained UGPP
The UGPP was already addressed for mesoscale eddy sampling in [18] , where several computational intelligence algorithms for optimization were compared and showing, that 1) DE was suitable for UGPP optimization and 2) suggesting especially well performing DE for UGPP. In that approach, some interesting trajectories nearby islands were presented, and the land area had already created some sort of constraints for adhering, i.e. the approach allowed for certain land constraints. However, the simulator used in that approach has simply set glider velocity to zero when colliding, so it remained in that position until the simulation stopped. This also always made the evolved path feasible within that approach. By excluding any enhanced constraints handling in the algorithm, the collision trajectories would then have gradually become discarded because they would stop far from the target point; an early marginal collision (a hard limit) could prevent some really good trajectories being evaluated. Also, that approach would not allow the defining of special corridor areas on the sea to adhere to.
In [1] , a new recent suitable configuration of a DE optimization algorithm for the constrained UGPP challenge was then presented, where a new approach to UGPP for submesoscale eddy sampling was proposed as well. The approach focused in the sampling of a corridor defined along the eddy border, an area of main interest for the characterization of the structure, and introduced a specific fitness function based on the angular extent of the vehicle trajectory. The suggested configured variant of the optimization algorithm combined the mechanisms of self-adaptation [4] , [6] , population size reduction [24] , [25] , and -constraint handling using level adjustment [26] . This configuration was a DE for UGPP as the main contribution of that paper, enabling automatic corridorconstrained UGPP. Also, as the jDE algorithm [4] was usually mostly reported to perform best when using a randomly chosen population vector during mutation (known as 'rand' DE mutation [2] ), the paper showed that on a small number of function evaluations like UGPP, it was confirmed that when the best population vector within mutation is used (known as 'best' DE mutation [2] ), the jDE algorithm performed better than when applying its most widely used 'rand' mutation operation. Also, as proposed and demonstrated by the recent paper by Zamuda and Brest [6] , a contribution was testing and confirming that a different than the default value of τ = 0.1 for control parameters randomization frequency was suitable on the benchmark used, such as a value of τ = 0.5 in that case (and an unsuitable setting would make the algorithm rank worse). Further contributions were that, different aspects of that new DE configuration for constraint optimization were studied in that paper for the constrained UGPP challenge, utilizing a newly contributed prepared benchmark set, comprised of 28 different specialized scenarios. The DE configurations were tested over a benchmark set on 51 independent runs for each DE configuration aspect, then per-scenario and aggregated statistical performance differences were reported, including different constraint handling definition strategies, DE mutation strategies configuration, and population sizing parameterizations. Utterly, the proposed approach contributed to improve the robotic vehicle capabilities, giving support to better autonomous operation levels. The DE optimizes the glider path as encoded in a DE population vector x i , consisting of a set of bearings, where the fitness function computation measures the maximum angular extent the trajectory samples:
where the α cum k are glider's k positions angular extents around an eddy center. Constraints handling on glider locations keeps the trajectory path inside the sampled eddy border area [1] . The complete framework of the adopted algorithm and the specifics of the test scenarios are further defined in [1] .
III. SUB-MESOSCALE EDDY SAMPLING UGPP WITHIN EXTENDED MISSION PLANNING TIME
In this paper, we further contribute to the improvement of the controlled robotic vehicle capabilities, through allowing the mission planning time to be extended. By doing so, we increase the number of fitness evaluations allowed during optimization, i.e. extending interaction to non near real-time.
The fitness and constraints definition for corridor area sampling utilized in this paper are used as defined in the paper [1] (the NP dyn sum jDE algorithm) and we change only the allowed MAXFES in the algorithm, in order to check, by how much (and if, at all) the approach can be improved. By doing so, we put the originally chosen MAXFES of 6 * 2 10 from [1] into a broader perspective of a mission planner and noting, when a 
MAXFES adjustments might be useful. Namely, the MAXFES parameter was not yet studied for this eddy sampling approach algorithm.
Changing MAXFES however changes the behavior of the population size dynamics (resizing at different generations) and the adaptation of the constraints handling (after generation 50, strict feasibility is required in selection). Also, as the population size is reduced at later stages, this brings the constraints level adjustment mechanism used in the algorithm to larger population sizes, possibly leaving the later smaller populations in full control of strict feasibility/in-feasibility selection without constraints violation tolerance. Although expecting an improvement of the results, it is due to these inherent population structural effects when changing MAXFES, necessary to test if the algorithm would nonetheless still perform even as well as when MAXFES is changed, as it might possibly be too much dependent on the orchestrated parameters and methods. In other respects, the architecture of the approach stays same in this paper, in order to make the analysis of the MAXFES parameter impact on algorithm orchestration most consistent.
In this paper, the MAXFES is doubled (denoted as MAXFES×2) and quadrupled (denoted as MAXFES×4). In the following section, we report the effects and reflect on the results obtained with such configuration of the algorithm NP dyn sum jDE, comparing it also to several other algorithms under MAXFES×1 condition as merely a reference ground for considering the doubling and quadrupling of the original MAXFES. The algorithms assessed in this paper (based on [1] ) are listed in Table II : the A2 uses MAXFES×2 and A4 uses MAXFES×4, while others for reference use MAXFES×1.
Managing the UGPP complexity under limited (time and data) resources and designing vessel navigation schedule plan under uncertain conditions (currents, prediction errors, human factor) within such extended mission planning time, improves the mission quality as follows from the experiments below, where each algorithm was run with 51 independent runs at 28 different constrained benchmark scenarios.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
First, by visualizing the evolved trajectories, we provide an interface for human-machine interaction to enable rapid knowledge discovery (showing promising trajectories), data mining (displaying trajectories and nearby ocean structures on-screen), and presentation of possibly large space satellite captured data sets (Big Data) analysis and exploitation (we are using live forecast ocean data from the sea current maps provided from MyOcean IBI service (http://myodata.puertos.es/), which include a high resolution Regional Ocean Modeling System, ROMS). The median trajectories obtained from the 51 runs of each of the A, A2, and A4 algorithms, are displayed in Figure 1 . As can be seen, for some of the scenarios, the trajectories are improved, but for some the improvements at median trajectories plots are not as visible. When using the interactive software, the trajectories can be further studied, such as checking vicinities of island bodies, sea depths, and seeking the currents time map in order to gain a better introspection of the suggested solution. In the scenarios namely, the currents are changing through time and we only draw the initial currents state in Figure 1 backgrounds. An example un-intuitive trajectory solution suggested is namely seen in e.g. scenario E3 N (first from left in second row from top), where the glider is scheduled to waste some time in a way before heading towards the eddy sampling circular route, due to the later more suitable currents dynamics.
Although the trajectories in Figure 1 already display some promising performance for A4, the convergence graphs as seen in Figure 2 more clearly show the performance differences for these algorithms. The MAXFES×4 (A4) line converges better than A2 and A in all convergence graphs and the algorithm A2 is also very good compared to the algorithm A.
Further, to make statistical hypotheses testing, a t-test over the obtained final values is used for these three MAXFES configurations. In Table II , the t-tests show that the algorithm A4 significantly outperforms A on almost all scenarios (on scenario 16, it is only slightly better w.r.t. minimum, median, maximum, and average value). A Friedman statistic ranking as 2.0394e+00 † 2.7032e-01 A4 T2 1.6173e+00 1.8681e+00 2.3670e+00
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2.3025e-02 3.7411e-01 A T27 2.0053e+00 2.5412e+00 3.3050e+00 2.5418e+00 3.0787e-01 A T28 2.7872e+00 3.2677e+00 4.4462e+00 3.3826e+00 3.9488e-01 non-parametric test over all scenarios joined, shows through the post-hoc tests that the algorithms A4 and A2 outperform algorithm A also in general, as seen from Table III . This also rejects the hypothesis that when MAXFES was changed, the algorithm A would be too much dependent on the orchestrated parameters and methods and would loose its performance due to its inner structural properties. Therefore, although this might seem trivial, but due to the complexities explained in the previous section, now we can confirm that the algorithm A was configured robustly to allow improving its performance by using more MAXFES (applying it, when the mission planning time permits doing so). The amount of improvement when increasing MAXFES can in one way be presented based on the data from Table II . On average, the angular extent results improvements from MAXFES×1 to MAXFES×2 is by roughly 0.0892, and to MAXFES×4, 0.1479, i.e. by extending the planning time by ×2 or ×4, we obtained trajectories sampling 5.11
• or 8.47
• additional eddy circular border space, respectively. Also, as much as the variant A4 outperforms the variant A on almost all scenarios, it also outperforms the variant A2 roughly almost as much. The average obtained relative percentual improvement per scenario was thereby 2.57% for the doubled calculation time and 4.41% for the calculation quadrupled time. Although this shows that our approach gives already fairly good results on the original calculation time, we show that by extending the calculation (scheduling) time, the results can even on average indeed be improved even further. A similar improvement against more algorithms utilizing the base MAXFES (see Table I ), is seen in Table IV, confirmed by Friedman rankings and post-hoc procedures rejecting the null-hypotheses. As can be seen from the statistical procedures reported, the algorithm A4 also outperforms all other algorithms, which is as expected from the previous analyses on data from Tables II and III. Improving trajectories for submesoscale eddy sampling within extended mission planning time using the utilized approach therefore yields even better capabilities for the underwater glider robotic vehicle.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presented extending the performance assessment of an approach for the challenge regarding corridorconstrained underwater glider path planning (UGPP). In the utilized approach, the feasible vehicle trajectories were implicitly confined to a corridor area around the border of an ocean sub-mesoscale eddy, a zone of main interest from the point of view of the structure characterization. Sampling of the maximum angular extent of a feasible eddy border was optimized using differential evolution and constraints handling. With extending the allowed mission planning time, we have utilized a greater number of function evaluations for the UGPP simulations and thereby gaining better UGPP trajectories. The 28 test scenarios inhibiting different eddy borders were utilized as a benchmark set for this comparison. Using these, a statistical assessment of the approach was reported, together with comparisons between the normally operating short time interval planning and the extended time planning. With extending the planning time, we show that improved trajectories can be obtained and that the differences are significant on several scenarios. Also, we confirmed that the utilized approach was configured robustly for improving its performance through more MAXFES in the algorithm.
